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The Problem

− Data structures like queues and stacks differ from sets: 
− no contains() method 
− an item can appear more than once 

− These structures can be: 
− bounded or unbounded 
− total, partial, or synchronous: 

− total: every operation is non-blocking e.g., attempting to retrieve an element from an empty 
stack simply returns failure 

− partial: certain conditions may need to hold before an operation is allowed to complete, e.g., 
adding an element to a full bounded queue must wait until an element is removed 

− synchronous: one method waits for another to overlap its call/return interval, e.g., a method 
that adds an element to a queue blocks until a request to remove an element is received.  
These implementations implement a form of rendevous protocol.
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Queues
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A bounded partial queue 
- enq() and deq() operations operate over different parts of the queue 
- As long as the queue is neither full nor empty, these operations can proceed without 

interference 
- Use locks for enq() and deq() to regulate concurrent enq() and deq() operations

fun <T> enq(x : T) = {
   var mustWakeDequeuers = false
   enq.acquire()
   while (size.get() == capacity { 
      wait(notFullCondition) 
    }
   var node = new Node(x)
   tail.next = tail =  node
   if (size.getAndIncrement() == 0) {
      mustWakeDequeuers = true
   enq.release()
   if (mustWakeDequeuers) {
     deq.acquire()
     signal(notEmptyCondition)
     deq.release()
   }
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Figure 10.6 The enq() and deq() methods of the BoundedQueue with 4 slots. First a node is
enqueued into the queue by acquiring the enqLock. The enq() checks that the size is 3 which
is less than the bound. It then redirects the next field of the node referenced by the tail
field (step 1), redirects tail to the new node (step 2), increments the size to 4, and releases
the lock. Since size is now 4, any further calls to enq() will cause the threads to block until
the notFullCondition is signalled by some deq(). Next, a node is dequeued from the queue
by some thread. The deq() acquires the deqLock, reads the new value b from the successor
of the node referenced by head (this node is the current sentinel), redirects head to this
successor node (step 3), decrements the size to 3, and releases the lock. Before completing
the deq(), because the size was 4 when it started, the thread acquires the enqLock and
signals any enqueuers waiting on notFullCondition that they can proceed.

new item (the linearization point of the enq()), even if the enqueuer has not yet
updated tail. For example, a thread can hold the enqLock and be in the pro-
cess of inserting a new node. Suppose it has not yet redirected the tail field.
A concurrent dequeuing thread could acquire the deqLock, read and return the
new node’s value, and redirect the head to the new node, all before the enqueuer
redirects tail to the newly inserted node.

Once the dequeuer establishes that the queue is nonempty, the queue will
remain nonempty for the duration of the deq() call, because all other dequeuers
have been locked out. Consider the first nonsentinel node in the queue (i.e., the
node referenced by the sentinel node’s next field). The dequeuer reads this node’s
value field, and sets the queue’s head to refer to it, making it the new sentinel
node. The dequeuer then releases deqLock and decrements size. If the dequeuer
found the former size was the queue capacity, then there may be enqueuers wait-
ing on notEmptyCondition, so the dequeuer acquires enqLock, and signals all
such threads to wake up.

One drawback of this implementation is that concurrent enq() and deq()
calls interfere with each other, but not through locks. All method calls apply
getAndIncrement() or getAndDecrement() calls to the size field. These meth-
ods are more expensive than ordinary reads–writes, and they could cause a
sequential bottleneck.

Abstract queue’s head and tail not necessarily the same as implementations.  Why 
is this ok?
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− An unbounded total queue always successfully enqueues and item, with deq() throwing an exception 
if the queue is empty. 

− This implementation does not requiring checking any conditions before proceeding with an operation.

fun <T>enq(item : T) = {
   var node = new Node(value)
   while (true) {
      val last = tail.get()
      val next = last.next.get()
      if (last == tail.get()) {
        if (next == null) {
           if (last.next.CAS(next, node))  {
              tail.CAS(last, node)
              return
          } else {
               tail.CAS(last, next)
            }
     }
}

create the node

locate presumed last element

get this last element’s next pointer (when can it be non-null?)

if no new element concurrently added, append node

set the tail to point to the new node, return successfully 
even if the CAS fails

tail node already has a successor (half-finished prior enq(),  
help that prior node to complete

Appending a node to the list, and setting the tail to point to that node are not atomic.  Use a “helping” 
mechanism to allow other nodes to finish the enq() of an operation that was preempted between these 
two actions.
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fun <T>deq() {
   while (true) {
      val first = head.get()
      val last = tail.get()
      val next = first.next.get()
      if (first == head.get()) {
        if (first == last) {
          if (next == null) {
            throw EmptyExn()
          }
          tail.CAS(last, next)
      } else {
          val value = next.value
          if (head.CAS(first, next) {
           return value
        }
     }
  }
}

Queue is empty: head and tail pointing to the same node,  
head’s next is null

Tail is out-of-sync, help to move it to the next element

point head to the next element
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Figure 10.12 The lazy lock-free enq() and deq() methods of the LockFreeQueue. A node
is inserted into the queue in two steps. First, a compareAndSet() call changes the next
field of the node referenced by the queue’s tail from null to the new node. Then a
compareAndSet() call advances tail itself to refer to the new node. An item is removed
from the queue in two steps. A compareAndSet() call reads the item from the node referred
to by the sentinel node, and then redirects head from the current sentinel to the sentinel’s
next node, making the latter the new sentinel. Both enq() and deq() methods help complete
unfinished tail updates.

We now review all the steps in detail. An enqueuer creates a new node with
the new value to be enqueued (Line 10), reads tail, and finds the node that
appears to be last (Lines 12–13). To verify that node is indeed last, it checks whether
that node has a successor (Line 15). If so, the thread attempts to append the new
node by calling compareAndSet() (Line 16). (A compareAndSet() is required
because other threads may be trying the same thing.) If the compareAndSet()
succeeds, the thread uses a second compareAndSet() to advance tail to the
new node (Line 17). Even if this second compareAndSet() call fails, the thread
can still return successfully because, as we will see, the call fails only if some
other thread “helped” it by advancing tail. If the tail node has a successor (Line
20), then the method tries to “help”other threads by advancing tail to refer
directly to the successor (Line 21) before trying again to insert its own node.
This enq() is total, meaning that it never waits for a dequeuer. A successful enq()
is linearized at the instant where the executing thread (or a concurrent helping
thread) calls compareAndSet() to redirect the tail field to the new node at
Line 21.

The deq() method is similar to its total counterpart from the UnboundedQueue.
If the queue is nonempty, the dequeuer calls compareAndSet() to change head
from the sentinel node to its successor, making the successor the new sentinel
node. The deq() method makes sure that the queue is not empty in the same way
as before: by checking that the next field of the head node is not null.

There is, however, a subtle issue in the lock-free case, depicted in Fig. 10.13:
before advancing head one must make sure that tail is not left referring to the
sentinel node which is about to be removed from the queue. To avoid this problem
we add a test: if head equals tail (Line 31) and the (sentinel) node they refer to
has a non-null next field (Line 32), then the tail is deemed to be lagging behind.
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Figure 10.13 Why dequeuers must help advance tail in Line 35 of Fig. 10.11. Consider the
scenario in which a thread enqueuing node b has redirected a’s next field to b, but has yet
to redirect tail from a to b. If another thread starts dequeuing, it will read b’s value and
redirect head from a to b, effectively removing a while tail still refers to it. To avoid this
problem, the dequeuing thread must help advance tail from a to b before redirecting head.

As in the enq() method, deq() then attempts to help make tail consistent by
swinging it to the sentinel node’s successor (Line 35), and only then updates head
to remove the sentinel (Line 38). As in the partial queue, the value is read from
the successor of the sentinel node (Line 37). If this method returns a value, then
its linearization point occurs when it completes a successful compareAndSet()
call at Line 38, and otherwise it is linearized at Line 33.

It is easy to check that the resulting queue is lock-free. Every method call first
checks for an incomplete enq() call, and tries to complete it. In the worst case,
all threads are trying to advance the queue’s tail field, and one of them must
succeed. A thread fails to enqueue or dequeue a node only if another thread’s
method call succeeds in changing the reference, so some method call always com-
pletes. As it turns out, being lock-free substantially enhances the performance
of queue implementations, and the lock-free algorithms tend to outperform the
most efficient blocking ones.

10.6 Memory Reclamation and the ABA Problem

Our queue implementations so far rely on the Java garbage collector to recycle
nodes after they have been dequeued. What happens if we choose to do our own
memory management? There are several reasons we might want to do this. Lan-
guages such as C or C++ do not provide garbage collection. Even if garbage col-
lection is available, it is often more efficient for a class to do its own memory
management, particularly if it creates and releases many small objects. Finally, if
the garbage collection process is not lock-free, we might want to supply our own
lock-free memory reclamation.

A natural way to recycle nodes in a lock-free manner is to have each thread
maintain its own private free list of unused queue entries.

Dequeuer’s help fix-up lagging tail from 
concurrent enqueue operations
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How do we deal with dequeued nodes?  In a language without garbage collection, we need to provide our own memory 
management mechanism. 

Idea: every thread maintains its own local node freelist.  An enqueuing operation removes a node from the freelist (or 
allocates a new node if the list is empty).  A dequeueing thread adds the node back to the freelist. 

Subtle problem:  
    - A deq() operation observes a node a followed by b  
    - It attempts to update head to point to b using CAS and is preempted 
    - Concurrently, other deq() operations remove both a and b
    - Node a is recycled  
    - The preempted node resumes and (incorrectly) observes that head still points to a and completes the CAS operation 
       so that head now points to b (a recycled node) 

234 Chapter 10 Concurrent Queues and the ABA Problem

ThreadLocal<Node> freeList = new ThreadLocal<Node>() {
protected Node initialValue() { return null; };

};

When an enqueuing thread needs a new node, it tries to remove one from the
thread-local free list. If the free list is empty, it simply allocates a node using
the new operator. When a dequeuing thread is ready to retire a node, it links it
back onto the thread-local list. Because the list is thread-local, there is no need
for expensive synchronization. This design works well, as long as each thread
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Figure 10.14 An ABA scenario: Assume that we use local pools of recycled nodes in our lock-free queue
algorithm. In Part (a), the dequeuer thread A of Fig. 10.11 observes that the sentinel node is a, and next
node is b. (Step 1) It then prepares to update head by applying a compareAndSet() with old value a and
new value b. (Step 2) Suppose however, that before it takes another step, other threads dequeue b, then its
successor, placing both a and b in the free pool. In Part (b) (Step 3) node a is reused, and eventually reappears
as the sentinel node in the queue. (Step 4) thread A now wakes up, calls compareAndSet(), and succeeds
in setting head to b, since the old value of head is indeed a. Now, head is incorrectly set to a recycled
node.
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fun tryPush(n : Node) =  {
   val oldTop = top.get()
   n.next = oldTop
   top.CAS(oldTop, node)
}

fun <T>push(value : T) = {
   var node = new Node(value)
   while (true)  {
      if (tryPush(node)) {
        return
     }
}

fun tryPop()  = {
   val oldTop = top.get()
   if (oldTop == null) {
      throw EmptyExn();
   } 
   val newTop = oldTop.next()
   if (top.CAS(oldTop, newTop) {
      return oldTop
   } else {
        return null
    }
}

fun <T>pop() = {
   while (true) {
      val returnNode = tryPop()
      if (returnNode != null) {
         return returnNode.value
     } 
  }
}

When can the CAS operations in tryPush()  
and tryPop() fail?
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Lock-free Stack
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246 Chapter 11 Concurrent Stacks and Elimination
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Figure 11.1 A Lock-free stack. In Part (a) a thread pushes value a into the stack by applying a
compareAndSet() to the top field. In Part (b) a thread pops value a from the stack by applying
a compareAndSet() to the top field.

1 public class LockFreeStack<T> {
2 AtomicReference<Node> top = new AtomicReference<Node>(null);
3 static final int MIN_DELAY = ...;
4 static final int MAX_DELAY = ...;
5 Backoff backoff = new Backoff(MIN_DELAY, MAX_DELAY);
6
7 protected boolean tryPush(Node node){
8 Node oldTop = top.get();
9 node.next = oldTop;
10 return(top.compareAndSet(oldTop, node));
11 }
12 public void push(T value) {
13 Node node = new Node(value);
14 while (true) {
15 if (tryPush(node)) {
16 return;
17 } else {
18 backoff.backoff();
19 }
20 }
21 }

Figure 11.2 The LockFreeStack<T> class: in the push() method, threads alternate between
trying to alter the top reference by calling tryPush(), and backing off using the Backoff class
from Fig. 7.5 of Chapter 7.

empty.) The tryPop() method is called until it succeeds, at which point push()
returns the value from the removed node.

As we have seen in Chapter 7, one can significantly reduce contention at the
top field using exponential backoff (see Fig. 7.5 of Chapter 7). Accordingly, both
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The lockfree stack has poor scalability: 
- CAS operations sequentialize access to the stack’s top field 

Alternative approach: 
- Pair concurrent pushes and pops - threads calling push() exchange values with 
threads calling pop()

- This exchange happens without modifying the stack 

248 Chapter 11 Concurrent Stacks and Elimination

11.3 Elimination

The LockFreeStack implementation scales poorly, not so much because the
stack’s top field is a source of contention, but primarily because it is a sequential
bottleneck: method calls can proceed only one after the other, ordered by success-
ful compareAndSet() calls applied to the stack’s top field.

Although exponential backoff can significantly reduce contention, it does
nothing to alleviate the sequential bottleneck. To make the stack parallel, we
exploit this simple observation: if a push() is immediately followed by a pop(),
the two operations cancel out, and the stack’s state does not change. It is as if
both operations never happened. If one could somehow cause concurrent pairs
of pushes and pops to cancel, then threads calling push() could exchange values
with threads calling pop(), without ever modifying the stack itself. These two calls
would eliminate one another.

As depicted in Fig. 11.5, threads eliminate one another through an
EliminationArray in which threads pick random array entries to try to meet
complementary calls. Pairs of complementary push() and pop() calls exchange
values and return. A thread whose call cannot be eliminated, either because it has
failed to find a partner, or found a partner with the wrong kind of method call
(such as a push() meeting a push()), can either try again to eliminate at a new
location, or can access the shared LockFreeStack. The combined data structure,
array, and shared stack, is linearizable because the shared stack is linearizable, and
the eliminated calls can be ordered as if they happened at the point in which they
exchanged values.

We can use the EliminationArray as a backoff scheme on a shared
LockFreeStack. Each thread first accesses the LockFreeStack, and if it fails

A :pop()
top

d e fB :push(b )

C :pop()

B : return()

A : return(b )

C : return(d )

Figure 11.5 The EliminationBackoffStack<T> class. Each thread selects a random location
in the array. If thread A’s pop() and B’s push() calls arrive at the same location at about the
same time, then they exchange values without accessing the shared LockFreeStack. Thread
C that does not meet another thread eventually pops the shared LockFreeStack.

LockFreeExchanger: 
− permits two threads to 

atomically exchange values 
− First thread spins waiting for 

the second until a timeout

Three state automaton: 
- EMPTY 
- BUSY 
- WAITING 

1. Slot initially EMPTY 
2. First thread sets it to WAITING using CAS 

− if not successful, retries 
− if successful, spins 

3. Another thread that accesses this slot sets 
  the state to BUSY 

4. Item can be consumed and the state reset to 
EMPTYAn array of exchanger objects


